
DRISHTI 

-  By Polite Saint(P.S) 

 

Mr. S.K. Singh, chief secretary at Ministry of Human Resource Development, came on early that day. 

He was walking with his usual calm to the office with the morning paper clenched tightly in his left 

hand. The right hand was busy picking up calls, putting them on hold, and then picking the next call. 

The mobile was buzzing all morning. He entered the office, placed down the newspaper on the desk. 

Desk was piled up with white papers of new & old Bills, government schemes and stationary articles. 

He picked up the phone on the desk to call his assistant. 

“Sharma Ji, Which Hospital Mr. Patil has been admitted to?” 

“Ok. Can you please arrange a bouquet & some fruits for the visit? I will be leaving in 15min.” 

“Thank you”.  

He placed down the receiver back on the desk. Lines on his forehead were showing his concern over 

the incident. He wondered whether his life was also at risk or not. 

He glanced again at the headline on the newspaper : - 

  

07,Apr,2018. 

Union Minister Car Bombed. Heavy injury to Patil. 

******* 

National Counter Terrorism Centre, Delhi Base 

Whole bureau was up in alarm; intensified surveillance and monitoring of risk across the nation had 

everybody on their feet. The security level had been tightened up & every communication channel 

had to be put under observation. The involvement of terrorist or home insurgent was being probed 

into. High Alert situation was flagged in Delhi & other Metro cities. The security level of Cabinet 

Ministers & President was levelled up. 

It had been three days since the attempt to blast Mr. Patil. The HRD Minister was in his car while 

returning to his home after a lecture in Delhi University. The main focus of the investigation was the 

home grown insurgent groups with a special emphasis on Maoist cadres. Mr. Patil was elected from 

the Naxal infested district of Gondia, Maharashtra. He was active in fighting the Red menace in the 

state. It could be the personal vendetta of the Maoist leaders who might have executed the attack 

on him. Local police forces were reporting the information regarding the Maoist movements for the 

last two- three months. Intelligence bodies across the nation were actively pursuing the movement 

of chemicals and fertilizers, trying to find leads on the explosives used in the attack. 

Sumit Pratap was a one of the new recruits in the Cyber Branch of NCTC Delhi base. He joined the 

team one month back. With the recent attack on the Minister, his team was on heavy workload 

trying to sniff all the CCTV feeds, mobile feeds around that area of attack. Trying to make a pattern & 

find out the main culprits behind it. They were constantly getting new data & feedback from the 

ground police force. The Home ministry was on their tails to speed up the investigation. The 



pressure was increasing each day with no solid clue in sight to bank upon. Plus the media also 

started to grill the government and the home ministry over the safety & security issues inside the 

nation. Sumit realized that he was in for a highly sensitive case at hand. His first ever critical and 

serious task at the bureau. It was both highly exciting and highly stressing for him. 

The report from forensic lab about the bomb used in the attack showed that it was a home-made 

crude bomb. It was an Acetone Hydrogen Explosive triggered by a small radio-detonator. Work of 

some amateur attacker because the range & damage of the bomb was limited to 1-2 meters. The 

ingredients (Acetone, Hydrogen Peroxide, Hydrochloric acid) used were easily accessible to any 

person working in chemical industry or derived products. It was made to kill only a single human 

target. 

As weeks passed, there were allegations of neighbouring countries being involved in the attack. 

Sumits’ colleague has truncated the possibilities to the involvement of either Indian Mujahideen or 

Maoist Cadres. The funding was done from some foreign body through the black market and 

laundering routes. 

However, Sumit was in his own predilections. He had his own theory on the attack. There was a 

problem in the whole plot- it was found that the bomb used had porous wooden & sponge base over 

which liquid chemicals were stored for reaction. Past attacks from both Maoists and Indian 

Mujahideen generally used IEDs and other solid or polymer base bombs. Which were more potent 

than the bomb being used in this attack. Why would they suddenly change their methods to such a 

less potent explosive? There has to be something more in the case. The clues didn’t match up. The 

funding could have been from some domestic source only. The involvement of foreign bodies cannot 

be confirmed for sure. 

Plus he was sceptical at the fact that why an Education Minister will be aimed for. There were other 

leaders also, who had done higher damage to the Maoist movement than Mr. Patil. Instead, Mr. 

Patil’s methods were peaceful and developmental in approach. He was constantly making trips to 

tribal region to bring them back into line with the other district villages. And the fact of illegal mining 

in the Gondia district cannot be ignored either. There may be corporate hand in this attack. His 

demand for severe actions against the big MNCs involved in unsustainable mining operations in the 

coal rich region may have incited such attack. Then also, the explosive used won’t match in this case 

….His mind went on jumping from one possible scenario to another. 

He had always been like that – trying to make myriad connections & plots even if the probability of 

their occurrence were as low as one in thousand. And this was the reason that he never used to 

discuss them with his colleagues until any solid proof can be provided. He executed his orders to his 

best capabilities. Keeping his imagined hypothesis in his head until the right opportunity and 

verifiable proof comes up. 

All the hypothetical-imaginary plots sucked his creative juices. He needed some solitude to get his 

mind back in order. He took off for lunch & went for a ride on his bike. He thought of visiting that 

place where the explosion took place. He reached the point of attack. It was inside the North 

campus with college boundaries moving along the road on both sides. This could have been one of 

best areas to attack the convoy. But the bomb was placed inside the car. He wondered how the 

bomb got inside the car. There might be the possibility that it was kept inside by a person; but with a 



Miniters’ level of security it was not possible without being seen. Perhaps the minister himself 

brought it inside. It can be the memento given to him at the ceremony. There was no alert on his life 

& perhaps it was not checked. It hit him that the description of memento fits the remains of the 

bomb. It was a Saraswati idol made of wood. They must have used hollow inside of the idol, filled it 

with chemicals & placed a detonating or leakage device inside to start the chemical reaction. 

He went to the place where the ceremony was held that day to check for any cameras inside the 

hall. It was a big open hall with no cameras to monitor the place. The only recording of the event 

was with the bureau filmed by the news personnel & college students. 

‘Student’-The word gave him another set of ideas. He then left to meet the college president to ask 

him about the memento. Rajesh the College President gave him all the information about the place 

it was ordered from. It was a store run by his friend & a fellow student, Kapil Nath. 

It was past lunchtime, Sumit checked his phone which was filled with missed calls and messages. He 

had to get back to the bureau and work on the case. However, the new piece of information had 

provided a picture to him which he was unable to shrug off. He convinced himself into probing 

further about this Kapil Nath, after all it was all related to the case itself. He knew he was working 

out of his jurisdiction but the kick of doing such work negated all the data analytics of office desk. If 

he finds anything all the time out of the cubicle will be worth it. 

He reached the store – named as Deep Store. He entered to find Kapil at the counter and introduced 

himself as an organizing member for a coming cultural event at IHC,Delhi. He enquired about the 

trophies & mementos. He came to know that all the products were homemade and Kapil had his 

workshop at back side of his home. Then he asked him if he could show him the craft room. 

Considering a possible client Kapil eagerly agreed. He showed him everything. He returned to the 

store counter and told him to send his quotation to a fake email id. He came out of the store 

grinning with a secretive joy; he had found another clue matching his hypothesis. 

Sumit quickly returned to his office. It was late in the evening; he started querying the national 

database for data on Kapil Nath & his bank statements. He found his past two month statements – 

everything was correct except three entries, which were from the same name & same person from 

Iceland. It was a woman named Drishti. 

 The order was of puny stone idols whose cost did not match the amount credited in Kapils’ account. 

10lakh was credited by that person in 3 transactions in the period of two months. The possibility of 

foreign money trail had come into the picture with this new evidence; plus the chemicals present at 

his workshop & the quantity available was enough to manufacture that kind of explosive used in the 

attack. He had the main culprit now, he thought. Now he had to find who was manipulating the 

strings from afar. Swiss banks would never allow the personal information of that individual. He 

faced a wall on the money trail; he had to interrogate Kapil for further information. He was in a 

dilemma to place this information to his superiors as it was only a hypothesis; whose probability was 

still minuscule and it might be related to some other cause also. He wanted to find some more 

evidence to convince the bosses up in hierarchy.  

It clicked to him, to check Kapil’s online activity. He started putting lines of codes on his computer 

screen. He queried the national repository for all the information on Kapil. In matters of minutes, the 

window on his screen was populated with torrents of encrypted files. He initiated the hacking 



software. The mails were decrypted and soon started unravelling the contents of the emails. He 

searched all the mails from Dhristi to him.  

Kapil was constantly in touch with this elusive woman for a year. There were one to one 

conversations about his artwork and his career. Dhrishti appeared to be a mentor to Kapil. He 

checked the mails from the March, just before the blast. It was all there in front of his eyes. Kapil 

gave all the information about the ensuing lecture of Mr. Patil to Dhrishti. In one of the mail he 

found what he was looking for. They planned a meet, a week before the attack, at his house. There it 

was. He found the evidence which can be relied upon. He had to get Kapil under arrest now and 

interrogate him to squeeze further information. He still didn’t want to place his seniors into the 

circuit. He called his batch mate in Delhi police and asked him to get a warrant for search & 

interrogation and meet him at Kapil’s house next day. 

They went to Kapils’ house cum shop right in the morning. The shop was closed; Sumit rang the bell. 

Kapil, who was still sleepy and was surprised to find Sumit with a police officer at his door. He was 

perplexed at such incident.  

“What is all this? You are the customer from yesterday right? Why are you here with Police?” He 

enquired. 

“We have a warrant for search, Kapil. Let us in please. We have evidence that you may have been 

involved in the recent attack on Mr. Patil.” 

“What?? Is this a joke?? How dare you accuse me for such a crime?” He was bewildered at the 

allegation and was perspiring. He knew he was caught.  

“Does ‘Dhrishti’ sound familiar to you? I have all your conversations with me. Now tell me who this 

Dhrishti is?”   

Kapil got scared to his core. He had tears welling up in his eyes. He knew what was going to come 

next. He slammed the door on their faces and ran to his workshop. He closed the door after him & 

started searching for the bottle of poisonous chemical. He drank it. Sumit and his friend broke open 

the room to find a fulminating gas coming out of Kapils’ agape mouth. The trail was lost. The culprit 

took his own life. Sumit knew it was time that he reported back all this to his seniors. At least, he 

found the person responsible for the attack. Media will have their story and the govt. will have its 

enquiries. All that remained for Sumit was the restlessness and disappointment at his failure to track 

back ‘Dhrishti’. 

Sumit was given leave for few days to settle the matter as he failed in his duties and stepped outside 

his jurisdiction. He saw all this coming, as system will take its sacrifice. Somebody has to answer for 

the death of Kapil; and it was him.  

However, it was not what was pricking him. It was something else. He wanted to find the 

mastermind behind the whole episode. He wanted to catch ‘Drishti’. The government was portraying 

the whole case being a conspiracy by Maoists. Trying to forge some links between Kapil and Maoists; 

manufacturing some inferences, but evidences & facts were not in favour of their hypothesis. Soon 

the case will be closed & more police force will be employed to curb the Red Menace, to wash off 

the underhand deals of mineral resources with the corporate bodies & foreign nationals. 

*** 



In the evening, Kapil was sitting alone in his flat; surfing videos on the internet, checking his mail. 

The mails from Drishti to Kapil flashed in front of his eyes. He looked at the ‘from:’ section of the 

mail. ‘Drishti’ again flashed in his head. It was an AHA! moment for him. He thought how silly of him 

to ignore such a small thing, he was from cyber crime cell after all. He never traced back to the 

server that was relaying the emails of Drishti.  

He opened the remote client of his offices’ system. He started the tracing tool for those mails from 

Drishti.  After some hours the trace was complete and all of them showed a location in India itself. 

Sumit could not believe the information on his computer screen. He probed further for the 

geographical location of the sending machine. He found that the location of the sender was Delhi. 

And not any peripheral or hostile part of Delhi, instead the prime part of Delhi – the central Delhi. It 

was being relayed from the centre. Again, myriad possibilities flooded his head; the most peculiar 

one involved participation of other political parties to eliminate Mr. Patil. He had to be extra 

sensitive about this information; It may help him gain leverage with the present disciplinary 

committee enquiry against him. This time also he wanted to keep this information to himself and 

probe it further to find the actual sender.  

Sumit called the communication-network operator to get the specific information about the sending 

party. He found that the mails originated from the Secretariat   building. He called his office in the 

night. He knew some rookie officer will be there in the office. He knew about the current Home 

ministers’ secret probe into all the internal networks to keep tab on ministers of other political 

parties. He ordered the person on the other side of phone to forward him the machine details, 

usernames, timestamps and user-table to him. Luck was with him, the guy was easily conned. He 

repeated with a stern voice to make it fast. The tone gave shivers to the rookie and he forwarded 

every detail to Sumits’ mail.  

Sumit searched for the machine address which was sending the mails to the remote server. He made 

further queries to the user-table, trying to look for patterns of use of the computer device and the 

mail sent. It was all coming from the mail Id Dhrishti.S.0@Dhrishti.mail. He quickly checked through 

the timestamp of the user who logged into the system at those time. The user was ‘SKSingh’. His 

eyes widened. He knew that it stands for the chief secretary of Mr.Patil . He didn’t want to believe 

what he had in front of his eyes. He was not able to agree to the facts.  

‘Why? Why a secretary will attack his own minister? Was he funded by other agents to do so? Yes, It 

may run deeper than what it looks. Plus the money was coming from outside the country. It has to 

be; some more entity must be involved in this.’ 

He started a background check on Mr. Singh. His fingures moved from one button to another. The 

screen of his laptop changed from one window to another. All the personal data of Mr. Singh and 

news related to him was being fished out by him.  

Mr. Singh was an IFS officer from the batch of 1981. He had a commendable service record. He had 

no relatives living as such, only a daughter, who was named Drishti. She may be the one he was 

after. He searched the current whereabouts of Dhrishti Singh. On further probe, he found that 

Dhrishti died in 2008 by suicide. She was doing her medical degree from CBD college of Delhi. So, 

actually Mr. Singh was using her name to pull off all his tricks. What a sick way to use ones dead 

daughters’ identity!!   

Sumit still wanted to make sure what he was actually up to – he checked the Income tax list of 

mailto:Dhrishti.S.0@Dhrishti.mail


officers having property more than their income. Mr.Singh was not there. He checked all the Income 

and tax records; all were in place. He was not able to string up the facts now. From where did this 

man was get the money for the attack? He was puzzled at this. There is one more shadow behind 

this shadow. He wanted to unravel that shadows’ identity now. He was coming on terms with a 

possibility of involvement of foreign parties now. Well, In any case, whoever the mastermind was – 

the acting culprit was in his reach now. The government would need to do some face saving with 

such a top government official involvement. The Mineral belt would to wait then, Maoist will get a 

little breather after this information comes fore. 

He was sleepless the whole night. He had to get the case solved fast. He took his bike & rode it to 

Mr.Singhs’ residence. It was around 4 in the morning. Sky was giving way to the light hue of blue 

erasing the dark star-studded night. The purple sky turn to the warm red and orange glare of the 

rising sun. He thought he would catch up with Mr. Singh when he comes out for his morning walk. 

Mr.Singh came out of his residence in his old style track suit. Sumit walked towards him to speak to 

him. 

“Hello, Sir. I am Sumit Pratap from cyber cell of NCTC, Delhi base.” 

“Hello Sumit. Yes, I recall you from the reports. You were the one who found about that Kapil Nath. 

Right?” Mr Singh stared Sumits’ face for few seconds. 

“Yes Sir.” Sumit was eased by the fact that he recognized him. 

“Great work boy, but you stepped out of the line. Nevertheless, your lead gave breather to 

everybody in the government. So tell me how can I help you? Need some help in your enquiry boy?” 

Mr. Singh enquired in a jovial tone. 

“Yes Sir. Well Sir, I need to ask you some questions about the case.” Sumit replied hesitantly to him. 

“Okay, no problem. Let’s go inside.” Mr Singh turned around and opened the gates of his house. 

They both came inside the guest hall. Singh asked Sumit to make himself comfortable in the dining 

space. Singh excused to Sumit about his house-help, who was on leave; so he couldn’t cater to him. 

He told him to get the glasses from the nearby cupboard while he brought juice from the fridge. 

Sumit took the juice & was pouring it into the glass. Singh interrupted him and told him that he did 

not want to have any. Sumit took the glass for himself and sipped his sweet orange drink. His 

parched throat needed some liquid to calm him down. 

“So what is it that you want to ask me?” 

“Sir, sorry to bother you but it’s a personal query. It is about your daughter sir.” 

“Ohh..” There was pain in Singh’s eyes. He replied, “So you came to know about Dhrishti. What you 

want to know about her? And how is it relevant to you, boy?” 

“Sorry to bring it up, sir. But it was a controversial case, wasn’t it sir? She hung herself in her hostel 

room. There were allegations of ragging. And some allegations of her being pregnant also. 

Involvement of a guy…” 

“Please Sumit, don’t dig up all that bull shit. She was the world to me. She was my little princess. She 

was very close to me & used to tell me all about her life. There was no such thing about pregnancy. 

There were incidents of ragging though & I raised the issue with the college authorities also. It was 

nothing like the rumours which were spread about her.” 

 

Sumit understood it would not be good for him to put Mr. Singh in a emotional place. Trying to 



placate him by diverting his attention to the main issue at hand. He took out the print outs of the 

evidence he had collected and placed them in front of Singh. 

 

“Sir, do you recognize these mails? I think it was sent by you to Kapil aliased as Dhrishti?” Sumit 

asked with a reluctant tone of authority. 

Mr. Singhs’ eyes turned cold, tears vanished, and a serious stillness took over his face. With a 

thunderous tone and subtle calm in his voice, he roared,” You are making allegations against me. 

What is the proof of this paper? You are trying to put me in trouble with this manufactured 

information…” 

“No sir, not at all. I have ample proof which can prove that it was you who was involved in the attack 

on Mr.Patil” Sumit strengthened his stance at the enraged tone of Mr. Singh. 

“Then file a complaint boy. Why are you here? What are you here for? ” Singh shouted at Sumit. 

 

“Sir, I know that it was not you. There is somebody else behind this conspiracy. Sir, you can tell me 

who the real face of the attack is. I am personally investigating the case. And I assure you that your 

name won’t come up anywhere nor you will be…” There was sudden jerk in his right elbow and his 

hand hit the juice glass on the table. It fell down the table, shattering into pieces. His left arm 

twisted as if having an epileptic attack. The evidence papers flew from his grasp and were scattered 

on the floor.  

Sumit tried to understand what just happened. His legs were paralysed & his hands were not in his 

control, moving haphazardly into every direction, twisting around. Then his hands also started to 

numb down. His heart was pounding hard as if it will fall out of his chest. He was perplexed.  

He was poisoned. 

Singh looked at the clock on the wall.  

“It was about time. Don’t worry boy, it won’t hurt much. This poison paralyzes you from your legs up 

to torso. Finally numbing down your brain and killing you finally. You won’t even feel any pain, 

slowly your internal organs will start giving in and you will die like a veggie on a deathbed.” 

Sumit could only look into his eyes and utter the disconnected words.”Wh..Why?” 

“Well, as your last wish before dying and considering that you still have some time to embrace your 

death. I will tell you that you were right Sumit. It was I, who scheme the whole attack. And I used my 

daughter’s name to pull it off. Would you like to know why I did that Sumit? What the reason was? It 

is not that it matters anymore, still I will let you die listening to my reasons.” 

Sumit could only roll his eye balls. He was looking right into his death. The case, the questions, the 

reasons – were irrelevant now. There was nothing he could do but to sit there & die slowly. 

“Dhrishti died because she was not able to cope up with her education schedule. You know about it 

– you are also the product of the system. Her death gave me a new purpose, to affect some change 

in our education system. That’s why I opted to shift to HRD ministry from Foreign ministry after 

coming back to India. It took me years to plan it all and bring change to the education policies. But 

each time I tried that, these ministers were diluting the whole structure. And for what? – Only to 

make profit from some foreign lobbies, from the big corporate. Always trying to reap the gain for 



themselves by twisting the system. Opening up colleges and trust funds in their names. Creating hell 

for our citizen……” 

“Well, you already get that. Don’t you?. Hell! Everybody gets that in our country. This new Education 

Bill was to be a watershed in the education policy of India. But Mr. Patil in the end diluted the 

provisions in favour of foreign universities & private corporate. I had to do something about it. So I 

killed him. Yes! Boy. He is dead in the hospital with the same poison that I mixed in your juice. With 

so many people visiting him and considering his critical condition nobody noticed that. He should be 

dead as of now. As for you, you have 2 min or less, I guess.” 

All the while, Sumit laid there listening to Singh. Waiting for his auditory functions to fail. His head 

slumped back – his neck gave in – no support for his skull. He thought about the last few days and 

his obsession with the case. He actually cracked it, but he became its victim. That did not matter to 

him. He was dyeing after solving the case. He mustered a smile on his face.  

Singh stopped talking and looked at Sumit. His body was lying on the chair, above the shattered 

glass, beaming a rickety smile. There was no piece of life force which could be sensed from him 

anymore. His life gave in to the silence in the room. 

Sumit Pratap was dead. 

***** 

Mr.S.P.Singh was sitting in the police chambers. The death of Officer Sumit brought him under 

suspicion. So, he reported the case of suicide to the Police. The case was all prepared – how Sumit 

came to him to ask for help on his enquiry. And on rejecting his request Sumit threatened him with 

his life and drank the poisoned juice carton he bought with him. There can be holes in the plot which 

can be tightened up later. However, it was not his concern anymore. He was thinking about 

something greater now.  

 He read the newspaper headline on the desk before him :  

29,Apr,2018. 

Patil Dies of His injury. 

 

“As expected, Home ministry didn’t want to get the real news out. They will use this incident in their   

favour. And I can use my position in my favour to get out of this meddle.  However, Should I live the 

same dual life? Trying to change the system from inside? Working tirelessly to bring new & better 

reforms in the system. Should I toil further? Only to be cowed down by these dim-witted selfish 

minsters ”.  

He thought It was time to start the action at mass scale. Before that he wanted to get away from all 

of it. He wanted to vanish into void. He picked up the Phone on the desk, dialled a number. “Pick me 

up from ….” 

After an hour, a lawyer came to the chamber of the police officer with the documents for bail of 

Mr.Singh. Officer placed it on the table and let Mr. Singh go. He was an acquaintance of Mr. Singh, 

so he thought there can be no problems. And to him, Mr. Singh did not seem to have any hand in the 

whole case. Asking him not to leave the country and to report at the station, he let him go. 



The Lawyer and Mr. Singh sat in the car. Singh looked at the lawyer with a smug face. 

“You still like to play your silly cryptic games. Don’t you? Grow up you old man.” 

“What are you talking about?” The lawyer feigned ignorance. 

“You used the wrong GOI stamp on the form. It was good that the Officer couldn’t notice it.” 

“Nobody notices it. No one cares If the bull is on left or right. Or horse is on left or right. None from 

the government ever notices it.” 

Singh nodded in agreement. A fish never realizes the water she drinks with each breath. 

“When are you leaving for Iceland then ?” 

“Leaving!! You old coot, you will be inside the prison in few days. I am not going anywhere. Let us 

get your plan executed to its completion.” 

“Hmmm… 

“So what is next in line?” 

“We are going to put the system on a dynamic path of disruptive change. It is time for mass 

mobilization I suppose.” 

“Do we have to kill more ministers?” 

“May be, May be not”. 


